Broadband generation of ultrasonic guided waves using piezoceramics and sub-band decomposition.
Classically, damage detection or dispersion curve determination using piezoceramic-generated guided waves has been based on analysis of propagation properties of multiple narrowband excitation signals. However, dispersion and multimodal propagation impair the determination of propagation properties. More recently, it has been proposed to consider broadband excitations for both damage imaging and group velocity estimation. Among existing transducer technologies, although laser excitation is prone to practical limitations in terms of dimensions and generated amplitudes, it allows generation of noncontact, point-like broadband displacement. Thus, broadband generation of guided waves using piezoceramics can be envisioned. However, direct impulse response measurements are limited by the generated amplitude, leading to low SNR measurements. For this purpose, chirp excitations have been proposed using variable-frequency bursts, leading to phase and amplitude variations with respect to the frequency, such that this approach is not suitable for precise estimation of time of flight (ToF) or modal amplitude. In this paper, a sub-band decomposition technique that allows high-SNR measurements of impulse response in a given frequency range is proposed. Broadband excitation is decomposed over a given number of frequency sub-bands, generated by a piezoceramic element and measurement is performed using a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) or a piezoceramic sensor. Application to experimental estimation of group velocity and damage detection in pitchcatch configuration is proposed. It is shown that the proposed method allows damage estimation without a priori knowledge of the damage size, whereas narrowband techniques can fail at specific wavelengths.